The study investigated the relative degree and timing of cortical activation associated with phonological decoding in poor readers. Method: Regional brain activity was assessed during performance of a pseudoword reading task and a less demanding, letter-sound naming task by three groups of students: children who experienced reading difficulties without attention problems (N ϭ 50, RD) and nonreading impaired (NI) readers either with (N ϭ 20) or without attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; N ϭ 50). Recordings were obtained with a whole-head neuromagnetometer, and activation profiles were computed through a minimum norm algorithm. Results: Children with RD showed decreased amplitude of neurophysiological activity in the superior temporal gyrus, bilaterally, and in the left supramarginal and angular gyri during late stages of decoding, compared to typical readers. These effects were restricted to the more demanding pseudoword reading task. No differences were found in degree of activity between NI and ADHD students. Regression analyses provided further support for the crucial role of left hemisphere temporoparietal cortices and the fusiform gyrus for basic reading skills. Conclusions: Results were in agreement with fMRI findings and replicate previous MEG findings with a larger sample, a higher density neuromagnetometer, an overt pseudoword reading task, and a distributed current source-modeling method.
The ability to recognize printed words depends on several cognitive and linguistic skills, some of which are unique to reading, such as visual discrimination of graphemic features (Eden, VanMeter, Rumsey, & Zeffiro, 1996) and phonological awareness (Blachman, 1997; Liberman, 1998; Lukatela & Turvey, 1998; Snow, Burns, & Griffin, 1998) . On the basis of the study of reading deficits caused by brain lesions (e.g., Damasio & Damasio, 1983; Henderson, 1986) and from functional brain imaging studies (reviewed in Jobard, Crivello, & Jurio-Mazoyer, 2003; Joseph, Noble, & Eden, 2001; Pugh, Mencl, Jenner, et al., 2000) , several left hemisphere regions appear to be involved, more or less critically, in the brain mechanism that supports skilled reading. Some of these areas have also been implicated in receptive (superior temporal, middle temporal, supramarginal, and angular gyri) and expressive language functions (inferior frontal gyrus), whereas others (lateral occipitotemporal region and fusiform gyrus) are part of the visual association cortex.
Neural Circuits That Underlie Reading Difficulties
Multiple functional imaging modalities demonstrate that children who experience difficulties in acquiring basic reading skills (decoding and word recognition) exhibit reduced neurophysiological and hemodynamic activity in posterior temporal and inferior parietal regions in the left hemisphere (e.g., B. A. Shaywitz et al., 2002; Temple et al., 2001) . Magnetoencephalography (MEG) studies have further shown that failure to engage these regions (Simos et al., 2000 (Simos et al., , 2002 characterizes relatively late stages in the processing of print (approximately between 250 ms and 700 ms after stimulus onset).
However, evidence for a disruption of reading-related engagement of occipitotemporal regions, the angular gyrus, and inferior frontal cortex in children who experience reading difficulties (RD) was less consistently noted across studies. With respect to the left inferior frontal gyrus, some studies have reported decreased activity in children with RD (e.g., Cao, Bitan, Chou, Burman, & Booth, 2006; B. A. Shaywitz et al., 2002) , whereas others reported increased activity (e.g., Hoeft et al., 2007) . More recent MEG studies that use neuromagnetometers that are more sensitive to neurophysiological activity produced by the frontal lobes than earlier generation machines indicated that frontal hyperactivation in RD is associated with an aberrant temporal progression of regional activity. Similarly, some studies have reported underactivation of the left occipitotemporal cortex (most notably the fusiform gyrus) in children with RD, even for tasks that require phonological decoding (Cao et al., 2006; Hoeft et al., 2007; McCrory, Mechelli, Frith, & Price, 2005; van der Mark et al., 2009 ). Moreover, a positive association between degree of activity in left occipitotemporal cortices and phonological decoding has also been reported in children spanning a wide range of reading skill (B. A. Shaywitz et al., 2002) . Moreover, the hypothesis of a functional disruption of the angular gyrus in RD is based on relatively sparse lesion data that establishes a selective link between damage to or electrical interference with this region and acquired alexia (Greenblatt, 1976; Henderson, 1986; Philipose et al., 2007; Roux et al., 2004) . Direct evidence for angular gyrus hypoactivation in children with developmental RD is relatively sparse (S. E. Shaywitz et al., 1998; Temple et al., 2001; .
Comorbidity of RD and Attention-Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder
Children with RD often have associated disorders including math disability and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD; e.g., Willcutt, Pennington, Olson, & DeFries, 2007) . It has been estimated that RD and ADHD show comorbidity ranging between 30% and 70% of children with RD in the school-age population (Pennington et al., 2009) . Although the cognitive correlates of RD and ADHD vary, the latter involving difficulties with executive functions and sustained attention (Bonafina, Newcorn, McKay, Koda, & Halperin, 2000; Laasonen, Lehtinen, Leppämäki, Tani, & Hokkanen, 2009; Willcutt, Pennington, Olson, & DeFries, 2007) , there is genetic overlap in the heredity of the two disorders (Pennington, McGrath, Rosenberg, et al., 2009) . However, the impact of comorbidity on brain activation patterns from neuroimaging studies of RD is not well understood. Accordingly, the impact of ADHD symptoms on brain activation profiles associated with phonological decoding is explored systematically in this MEG study.
MEG Studies of RD
Earlier MEG studies on RD suffered from a number of potential limitations. Spatiotemporal activation profiles were obtained by iterative application of the single equivalent dipole model (e.g., Sarvas, 1987) . Although this method has been routinely applied to estimate the location of sensory-and language-evoked magnetic fields, and subjected to external validation against invasive diagnostic techniques (Kamada et al., 2007; Papanicolaou et al., 2004; Szymanski et al., 2001 ), a potential drawback of this approach is susceptibility to spatial undersampling of scalp field distributions. An approach proposed for addressing this potential problem is the application of distributed source-modeling techniques, such as minimum-norm estimates (MNE; Hämäläinen & Ilmoniemi, 1994; Moran & Tepley, 2000) . The present study uses MNE in an effort to replicate previous MEG studies on children with RD that used a single dipole method for detecting active sources.
Another potential limitation of previous MEG studies (as well as of some PET and fMRI studies) is their reliance on convenience sampling methods that inadvertently result in overrepresentation of RD children from middle to high SES families and above average general cognitive abilities. Both potential limitations of earlier studies are addressed in this study.
Rationale for This Study
This study had several goals. First, we sought to extend previous MEG findings in regard to differences in regional degree of activation between nonreading impaired (NI) and RD children, by using larger more representative samples of children with and without RD. Special care was taken in this study to recruit children from the general school population, ensuring a better representation of socioeconomic (SES), ethnic backgrounds, achievement, and general cognitive ability scores. The second goal of the study was to obtain brain-activation profiles from children with ADHD and no RD to ensure that our previous results were not confounded by the high rate of comorbidity between RD and ADHD. Third, in addition to regional degree of activity we examined the relative timing of regional activation based on the peak latency of estimated activity to replicate previous MEG reports in regard to distinct timing patterns for RD and NI children, and to ascertain that such differences are indeed related to reading ability (and do not reflect more general disruptions in functional brain organization common to both RD and ADHD). The fourth goal of the study was to determine whether group differences in degree, relative timing, or both, of regional activity depend on task demands for phonological decoding, by assessing spatiotemporal activation profiles obtained during performance of a pseudoword decoding task and during an easier letter-sound naming task. Finally, by taking advantage of the size of the present sample, combined with the statistical properties of the activation data provided by the MNE procedure (near-Gaussian distribution of individual activation values), we applied linear regression models to identify brain regions where the degree of activity predicted individual scores on reading achievement tests.
Method Participants
The current sample included 50 children with reading difficulties (RD group) as indicated by scores below the 25th percentile (standard score of 90) on the Basic Reading composite (average of Word Attack and Letter-Word Identification subtest scores of the Woodcock-Johnson Tests of Achievement-III [W-J III]; Woodcock, McGrew, & Mather, 2001) . A second group of 20 children carried a clinical diagnosis of ADHD and a negative history of reading difficulties (they also scored above the 30th percentile, corresponding to a standard score of 92, on the W-J III Basic Reading composite). A third group of 50 children who had never experienced difficulties in reading (NI group) served as controls, having standard scores 92 on the Basic Reading composite index and no indication of ADHD as described below. Table 1 displays demographic and psychoeducational information for each of the three groups of participants, which were comparable on age, ethnicity, handedness, and performance IQ. As expected, the RD group scored significantly lower than the other two groups on measures of reading, spelling, and verbal IQ. Moreover, the RD group contained a higher proportion of boys than the ADHD and NI groups (80% vs. 60% and 54%, respectively).
For the presence or absence of ADHD, participants were selected for inclusion in the RD or NI groups only if they had T scores Ͻ 55 on the Attention Problems scale of the parent form of the Child Behavior Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach, 1991 ; n ϭ 15) or a mean score lower than 1.67 on the Inattention and Hyperactivity-Impulsivity scales of the parent completed Swanson, Nolan, Achenbach, Pelham questionnaire (SNAP-IV; Swanson, 1992) , indicating low risk for ADHD (Chen, Faraone, Biederman, & Tsuang, 1994) . Given the high rates of comorbidity between RD and ADHD, approximately 140 children had to be screened to form the NI and RD groups, matching the above criteria. In addition to having scores on the CBCL or SNAP-IV in the clinically significant range, all children in the group with ADHD had a clinical diagnosis of ADHD and were treated with stimulant medication. Prior to the MEG session, an overnight washout was used. The child skipped the morning and second dose (if there was one) to do the study and then went back to their standard regimen. Though some residual receptor excitability remains, this is minimal. If the family was reluctant to stop for a day or two, a Monday assessment was offered so that the child could be off at home rather than at school. Children on medications other than stimulants were not included. A licensed psychologist reviewed all data pertaining to ADHD and also completed a semi-structured interview with the parents to verify the presence or absence of ADHD (using the Diagnostic Interview Schedule for Children-IV; Shaffer, Fisher, Lucas, Dulcan, & Schwab-Stone, 2000) . All participants in the ADHD group scored above the 85th percentile on the Hyperactivity/Impulsivity or Inattention subscales of the SNAP-IV (or on both). Average percentile rankings for this group were 79 Ϯ 15 and 85 Ϯ 13 on each subscale, respectively.
To ensure sufficient range and variability in reading achievement scores among poor readers when conducting correlational analyses, the group of poor readers was enriched by including 20 students with Word Attack scores in the low average range (see Table 1 ) and at least one of their Letter-Word Identification or Spelling scores below 85 points, indicating difficulties in word identification or spelling with relatively preserved decoding skills. All 140 participants had FSIQ scores Ͼ 80 on the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (Wechsler, 1999) .
Procedures
Tasks. Each participant was tested on two naming tasks that varied on decoding difficulty. For the letter-sound task, stimuli were four randomized sequences of 24 single, lowercase letters subtending 0.6 o of visual angle. For the pseudoword reading task, stimuli were three-letter pronounceable nonwords (e.g., lan), subtending 2.0 o of visual angle, which were adapted versions of those used previously by our group in studies of reading . For each task, 100 stimuli were presented randomly arranged in four blocks of 25 items each. Stimuli were presented for 1 s, one at a time (with a randomly varied interstimulus interval of 3-4 s), through a Sony LCD projector (Model VPL-PX21) on a back-projection screen located approximately 60 cm in front of the participant. Task order was counterbalanced across participants, who were instructed to name (on the Letter-Sound task) and read aloud (on the Pseudoword task) each stimulus immediately after it had disappeared from the screen. Prior to each scan children were asked to practice this response strategy while magnetic activity was monitored online to ensure that movement artifacts associated with articulation systematically occurred only after the end of the recording epoch. Epochs containing such movement artifacts (when, occasionally, verbal responses were produced earlier than instructed) were not included in further data analyses. Imaging procedures. MEG recordings were obtained with a whole-head neuromagnetometer array (4-D Neuroimaging, Magnes WH3600), that consisted of 248 first-order axial gradiometer coils, housed in a magnetically shielded chamber and arranged to cover the entire head surface. The magnetic flux measurements were digitized at 250 Hz, filtered with a bandpass filter between 0.1 and 20 Hz and subjected to baseline adjustment (using the 150 ms prestimulus recording) and to a noise reduction algorithm that is part of the 4D-Neuroimaging software. The singletrial event-related field segments (ERFs) in response to 60 -80 stimulus presentations, were averaged after excluding those containing eye movement or other myogenic or mechanical artifacts.
To identify the intracranial origin of ERFs, the magnetic flux distribution recorded simultaneously over the entire head surface at successive points (4 ms apart) was analyzed using a minimum norm model to obtain estimates of the time-varying strength of intracranial currents (MNE Software, Version 2.5; Hämäläinen, (2006) . This method affords greater spatial resolution and allows detection of simultaneous magnetic sources distributed along the entire cortical surface. The model assumes a continuous distribution of current along the cortical surface, which has some minimum norm (Hämäläinen & Ilmoniemi, 1994) . Estimated current sources were anatomically constrained by an MRI-derived surface model of each participant's brain (T1-weighted: TR 13.6 ms; TE 4.8 ms; recording matrix 256 ϫ 256 pixels, 1 excitation, 240 mm field of view, and 1.4 mm slice thickness), obtained on a Philips 3 T scanner with SENSE (sensitivity encoding) technology.
This surface model was generated by a fully automated cortical surface reconstruction procedure using FreeSurfer software (Dale, Fischl, & Sereno, 1999) for producing a detailed geometric description (regular tessellation of the cortical surface consisting of equilateral triangles known as vertices) of the gray-white matter boundary of the neocortical mantle and the mesial temporal lobe. Each hemisphere consisted of approximately 150,000 vertices (depending on each subject's cortical surface area). For estimating current sources, the MNE software requires the Freesurfer-derived cortical surface reconstruction for defining the boundaries of a solution source space. A grid-spacing of 7 mm was used to construct icosahedrons to decimate the number of vertices from 150,000 to approximately 3,000 per hemisphere. Additionally, the MNE software was used to construct a single-compartment boundary element model, using triangular tessellations to model each vertex as a potential current dipole perpendicular to the cortical surface during the forward calculations. The inverse solution was subsequently reduced to obtaining an estimate of the scalar distribution of dipole strength across current sources within orientationspecific cortical patches of vertices (Dale, Fischl, & Sereno, 1999) . Coregistration of each MEG dataset with its corresponding MRI dataset was performed by using an automated coregistration routine within MNE, which aligns digitization points in the MEG headshape file with the fiducial points demarcated on the outer skin surface reconstruction of the MRI.
Preliminary equivalent current dipole modeling of magnetic activity, using procedures described in detail elsewhere , indicated that the vast majority (94%) of activity sources were found in the following areas in both hemispheres: superior (STG; BA 22) and middle temporal gyri (MTG; BA 21), excluding cortex along the banks of the superior temporal sulcus (STS); the cortical surface within STS; supramarginal gyrus (SMG; BA 40); angular gyrus (ANG; BA 39); pars opercularis of the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG; BA 44); rostral inferior (BA 47), and rostral middle frontal cortices (BA 46/9); motor cortex (BA 4); fusiform gyrus (BA 37); and lateral occipitotemporal cortex (BA 19) . The program outputs a current estimate value for each voxel and each 4-ms time point. This value was then used to compute the two dependent measures used in the analyses outlined in the following sections. First, the average current across all voxels defining each of the Regions of Interest (ROIs) listed above and across all of the 4-ms time points comprising 14 successive 50-ms time bins (100 -150 ms, 150 -200 ms, etc., up to 800 ms). Second, the latency (in milliseconds after stimulus onset) when averaged current in a given ROI reached peak amplitude within the entire recording epoch. This approach was designed to address the following questions: (a) determine whether group differences in the degree of regional activity were time and hemisphere dependent (i.e., more systematic for particular time windows, restricted to one hemisphere, or both); (b) determine group differences in peak latency; (c) establish the temporal progression of regional activity in each group of participants; and (d) identify ROIs and time bins where activity correlated with standardized reading achievement measures.
Analytic approach. To address the first, second, and fourth main goals of the study, the average current for each 50-ms time bin and each ROI were initially submitted to an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with task (2), area (11), hemisphere (2), and time bin (14) as the within-subjects variables and group (3) as the between-subjects variable. Significant five-way interactions involving group were further evaluated by examining four-way (e.g., Time ϫ Area ϫ Hemisphere ϫ Group for each task) or three-way interactions (e.g., Time ϫ Area ϫ Group for each task) which, if significant, were explored by testing two-way interactions (Time ϫ Group or Time ϫ Hemisphere). These lower order ANOVAs were performed separately for NI versus RD and NI versus ADHD participants. Significant hemisphere asymmetries in the degree of regional activity will be mentioned, even in the absence of group-specific hemisphere effects, to facilitate comparisons between the present and findings from previous studies using similar tasks. All ANOVA results were evaluated using the Huynh-Feldt method as a precaution against inhomogeneity of variance problems.
The second set of analyses (addressing the third main goal of the study) established the outline of the spatiotemporal profiles of activity associated with the performance of each task by each group of participants-essentially the temporal progression of regional activity for each group. The dependent variable in these analyses was the median time point of the 50-ms time bin when average MNE current reached peak value. ROIs from both hemispheres were ranked according to peak latency, and a series of dependent-sample t tests were computed between ROIs (earliest peaking ROI with each subsequent ROI, second earliest ROI with each subsequent ROI, etc.), to test the hypothesis that regional onset latency differences were statistically significant. There were eight potential reading-related areas resulting in 15 ROIs (in both hemispheres-LOC was not examined separately in each hemisphere). The nominal alpha value to control for family-wise Type I error (for each task and each group of participants) for multiple comparisons, would be .0004. However, the ultimate goal was to identify sets of ROIs showing similar peak latencies and also sets of ROIs that peaked consistently earlier than activity in the majority of ROIs in the set of subsequently active regions. To achieve both goals, we set the alpha level to .001, a criterion that has been proven to be neither overly conservative nor too lax, producing replicable results across studies .
The final set of analyses consisted of partial correlations between reading measures and peak latency-average current in ROIs (and time bins) where significant group differences emerged from previous analyses. Notably, the metric of the degree of regional activation provided by MNE is void of the deviation-from-normality problems to which equivalent current count data is particularly susceptible, permitting the application of linear regression algorithms.
Results

In-Scanner Task Performance
Significant group main effects (controlling for age) were found for performance on the pseudoword reading task, F(2, 119) ϭ 118.17, p Ͻ .0001. As shown in Table 2 , performance was significantly higher for the NI and ADHD groups as compared to the RD group, whereas the two former groups did not differ from each other. The subgroup of 20 additional poor readers used in the correlational analyses had a significantly lower correct pseudoword reading rate than children in the NI group ( p Ͻ .0001), although they performed significantly higher than the RD group ( p Ͻ .002). The four groups (three main groups plus the supplementary group of poor readers) performed comparably on the letter-sound naming task ( p Ͻ .8).
MEG Data
The omnibus ANOVA revealed a significant Task ϫ Hemisphere ϫ Time ϫ Area ϫ Group interaction, F(260, 15210) ϭ 2.59, p Ͻ .01. Follow-up four-way ANOVAs indicated that the Hemisphere ϫ Time ϫ Area ϫ Group interaction was restricted to the pseudoword task, F(260, 15210) ϭ 2.35, p Ͻ .01. These effects were further explored by performing three-way ANOVAs (Time ϫ Hemisphere ϫ Group) separately for each ROI. The initial focus was on differences between the RD and NI groups.
RD Versus NI Groups: Pseudoword Reading Task
Degree of activity. The key finding was that RD participants as a group showed reduced degree of activity in the left SMG as compared with RD students (see Table 3 for details). Follow-up two-way ANOVAs (Hemisphere ϫ Group) indicated that his effect was restricted to late activity (between 350 and 650 ms after stimulus onset; see Figure 1 , top row). The two groups showed comparable degree of activity during this latency window in the right hemisphere. Greater degree of late activity in STS for the NI as compared with the RD group was also found, bilaterally. A trend in the same direction, which failed to reach the stringent criterion (␣ ϭ .01), was found for late activity in STG, bilaterally. Further, the degree of hemisphere asymmetry differentiated the two groups in the SMG and ANG, where significant leftward asymmetries were restricted to the NI group.
Laterality index. Given that hemisphere and group effects were found only in the SMG and ANG, average late activity in these ROIs was used to calculate a laterality index (LI) for each participant based on the formula: (LH activity -RH activity)/(LH activity ϩ RH activity), which was then used to group participants into left dominant (LI Ͼ .03), and nonleft dominant (LI Ͻ .03). The RD and NI groups differed in the relative proportions of the two LI subgroups, 2 (3, N ϭ 90) ϭ 8.32, p Ͻ .004. There was a significantly higher proportion of left-dominant than nonleft-dominant participants in the NI group (76% vs. 24%), 2 (1, N ϭ 46) ϭ 13.52, p Ͻ .0001, although the corresponding relative proportions did not differ significantly among children in the RD group (48% vs. 52%, p Ͼ .7). The two subgroups of RD children did not differ on age, gender, ethnicity, handedness, or on any of the psychoeducational measures obtained in the study (see Table 1 ).
Inferior frontal region. In view of previous reports of differential (left) inferior frontal activity in RD students (e.g., Cao et al., 2006; Hoeft et al., 2007; B. A. Shaywitz et al., 2002) , we explored further the apparent lack of such effects in our sample. Specifically, we searched for factors associated with enhanced left-IFG activity in RD children by grouping them into those (n ϭ 22) who showed activity greater than the median normative left-IFG activity (based on the distribution of scores within the NI group) and those who showed less than median activity (n ϭ 24). Although the two subgroups showed nearly identical scores on reading and spelling tests (including inscanner pseudoword reading performance, p Ͼ .6 in all cases), enhanced left-IFG activity was significantly associated with age, with younger RD students (M ϭ 126.7 Ϯ 19 months), showing more than median activity than older students (M ϭ 141.7 Ϯ 20 months), F(1, 45) ϭ 8.22, p Ͻ .006). This finding was further corroborated by the observation of a moderate negative correlation between age and left-IFG activity in the RD group (r ϭ Ϫ.42, p Ͻ .003)-revealing a Table 3 . There were no other differences in peak latency between the two groups.
Controls Versus RD: Letter-Sound Naming Task
There were no significant main effects or interactions involving group on degree or latency of activity in any ROI. Both groups demonstrated significant leftward asymmetry in the degree of activity when performing this task in the SMG and fusiform gyrus.
Controls Versus ADHD: Pseudoword Reading Task
There were no significant main effects or interactions involving group in any ROI. Both groups showed significant leftward asymmetries in the degree of activity in STS, SMG, ANG, and the fusiform gyrus. Neurophysiological activity peaked earlier in the group of ADHD participants as compared to the NI group in the right IFG (285 Ϯ 110 ms vs. 391 Ϯ 168 ms) and right fusiform gyrus (240 Ϯ 67 ms vs. 290 Ϯ 90 ms), and later in the left lateral occipitotemporal cortex (272 Ϯ 95 ms vs. 215 Ϯ 74 ms).
Controls Versus ADHD: Letter-Sound Naming Task
There were no significant main effects or interactions involving group, and both groups demonstrated significant leftward asymmetry in the degree of activity when performing this task in SMG and the fusiform gyrus. No significant main effects of group were noted for peak latency.
Temporal Progression and Profiles of Regional Activity: Pseudoword Reading Task NI group. The left-hand pair of columns in Figure 2 displays active voxels projected on the brain surface of a representative NI participant at different time points. The average spatiotemporal brain activation profile in this group involved early activity in lateral occipitotemporal regions, bilaterally. This was followed after a significant delay by near-simultaneous peaks of activity in the fusiform gyri, ANG, and MTG. Subsequent activity peaks were noted in the STG, STS, SMG, and in the right IFG. Activity in the left IFG peaked last at a significant temporal delay following activity peaks in all other ROIs. Table 5 ranks peak latency values in increasing order for each group.
RD group. In this group magnetic activity peaked first in lateral occipitotemporal cortices, the left fusiform gyrus, MTG, right STS, and the right fusiform gyrus. At a significant delay following activity peaks in lateral occipitotemporal cortices and the left fusiform gyrus, activity peaked in the STG and left ANG. Activity in the latter group of ROIs peaked significantly earlier than activity in the left SMG and IFG. Notably there were no significant differences in peak latency between bilateral SMG, left STS, right ANG, and bilateral IFG.
ADHD group. The earliest activity peak was noted in the right lateral occipitotemporal region. Next, activity peaks were noted near simultaneously in a group of diverse right hemisphere areas including the fusiform gyrus, STS, ANG, MTG, SMG, and STG. Left-hemisphere regions in this group of active ROIs included the lateral occipitotemporal region, fusiform gyrus, and STS. After a significant temporal delay, activity peaks were found in the IFG, left STG, and left SMG.
The majority of NI participants demonstrated earlier activity peaks in the left STG and SMG than in IFG (66%), whereas the majority of RD students (60%) showed the opposite trend. The RD and NI groups differed significantly in the relative proportions of participants with early and late prefrontal peaks ( ϭ .25, p Ͻ .024). The RD and ADHD groups did not differ on the relative proportions of participants with early and late frontal peaks ( ϭ .29, p Ͼ .3; the proportion of late prefrontal cases in the ADHD group was 50%). It should be noted, however, that this trend may have been mediated by gender, given that the proportion of children with early frontal peaks was larger 
Letter-Sound Naming
The relative timing of activity during performance of the lettersound naming task was generally similar to that observed during the pseudoword reading task. Notably, in the NI and ADHD groups activity in the SMG and STG peaked significantly earlier (302-391 ms and 275-303 ms, respectively, on average) than activity in inferior frontal regions (390 -468 ms and 309 -384 ms, respectively). In contrast, in the RD group, activity in prefrontal areas (352-420 ms) peaked earlier than activity in the left SMG (430 ms).
Correlations Between Neurophysiological Activity and Reading Ability
Although the three main groups (RD, NI, ADHD) were matched on age, moderate yet significant negative correlations were found between age and achievement scores, as well as between age and degree of activity in the majority of ROIs of interest (both within and across groups). Accordingly, the relationship between degree of activity and achievement scores was explored by controlling for the effects of age on both sets of variables. Initially, and in order to preserve the temporal information that is inherent in the MNE time series data, partial correlation coefficients were computed between estimates of the magnitude of regional neurophysiological activity during the pseudoword reading task for each time window in each of the 11 ROIs and W-J-III Word Attack scores (i.e., the test that most closely resembled the main activation task in this study). These analyses were conducted on participants without ADHD, separately for NI students and for a more inclusive group of poor readers, consisting of all of the students from the RD group plus 20 students with low-average scores described in the Participants section (n ϭ 70). The highest significant (at p Ͻ .005, to control for family-wise Type I error) correlation coefficients for each ROI are reported in Table 6 .
Results of correlational analyses were generally consistent with the conclusions of the findings on group differences in the degree of activity. For NI readers, significant positive correlations were obtained between Word Attack scores and degree of activity in the left SMG, STG, ANG, IFG, and fusiform gyrus. A significant negative correlation was also found between peak latency in the fusiform gyrus and Word Attack scores.
For the group of poor readers, only negative correlations were found between Word Attack scores and five right hemisphere regions: SMG, STG, MTG, IFG, and fusiform gyrus. Among peak latency measures, the only significant correlate of Word Attack scores was peak IFG latency in the right hemisphere. Incidentally, coefficients between MEG measures and Letter-Word Identification scores were generally slightly smaller in absolute value than those with Word Attack scores for both groups, whereas none of the correlations with Verbal IQ or Performance IQ scores were significant.
Finally, each of the MNE measures associated with significant partial correlations listed above for each group were entered into hierarchical linear multiple regression analyses as predictors of W-J-III Word Attack scores, after controlling for age. For NI readers, degree of activity measures accounted for 40% of the variance in reading scores (adjusted R 2 ϭ .40), F(5, 44) ϭ 3.65, p Ͻ .005. When added in the third step (after age and degree of activity measures), peak latency in the fusiform gyrus accounted for an additional 12% of total variance in Word Attack scores, which represented a significant improvement of the model, 43) ϭ 6.05, p Ͻ .009. The regression plot in Figure 3 shows a rather linear relationship between the combined ERF measures and Word Attack scores. It is interesting to note that none of the degree of activity measures was associated with significant regression coefficients in this group, probably due to considerable shared variance among them. In contrast, the regression coefficient of peak latency in the fusiform gyrus was significant, ␤ ϭ Ϫ.40, t (39) ϭ Ϫ2.84, partial r ϭ Ϫ.35. For the group of poor readers, degree of activity measures accounted for 32% of the variance in Word Attack, adjusted R 2 ϭ .44, F(6, 62) ϭ 6.85, p Ͻ .0001. There were only two significant independent (negative) predictors of reading scores: degree of late 
Discussion
This study examined reading skill-related variability in patterns of neurophysiological activity on a large sample of children while controlling for age and performance IQ. The study had four main goals, which were addressed as follows. First, our data concur with earlier smaller-scale MEG studies in demonstrating that the most notable differences between students who experience difficulties in learning to read-not accountable by ADHD-and typical readers occur in temporoparietal regions. Specifically, greater degree of neurophysiological activity was found in the left SMG and ANG for the NI group and greater degree of activity in the corresponding right hemisphere regions for the RD group. Reduced activity for 
Note. Horizontal lines separate ROIs that differed significantly in peak latency from earlier peaking ones. Latencies in bracketed ROIs differed significantly from corresponding latencies in each of the ROIs below the horizontal line. RD ϭ reading difficulties; ADHD ϭ attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder; L ϭ left; R ϭ right; LOC ϭ lateral occipitotemporal cortex; ANG ϭ angular gyrus; STG ϭ superior temporal gyrus; MTG ϭ middle temporal gyrus; STS ϭ superior temporal sulcus; SMG ϭ supramarginal gyrus; IFG ϭ inferior frontal gyrus. Note. ROI ϭ Region of Interest; LH ϭ left hemisphere; SMG ϭ supramarginal gyrus; RH ϭ right hemisphere; STG ϭ superior temporal gyrus; ANG ϭ angular gyrus; IFG ϭ inferior frontal gyrus; MTG ϭ middle temporal gyrus.
children with RD was also found in the STG, extending into the banks of the STS, bilaterally. Moreover, and in agreement with previous MEG studies, using phonological decoding tasks (Simos et al., 2000; , the hemispheric laterality profile for activity in these regions was clearly different between groups: Whereas NI children demonstrated strong leftward asymmetry, RD children generally showed bilaterally symmetric degree of activity in the SMG and ANG. These effects were noted as early as 350 ms after stimulus onset and persisted for up to approximately 650 ms. In terms of the second goal of the study, hypoactivation in posterior temporal and inferior parietal regions was found to be independent of the presence of ADHD, given that children in the NI and ADHD groups (who scored in the average to aboveaverage range on word-level reading tests), generally presented with similar activation profiles.
The activation profiles associated with the RD and NI groups also differed in their timing features (thus addressing the third goal of the study). For children in the NI group, there was a regular progression of activity from lateral occipitotemporal cortex to the fusiform gyri, in both hemispheres. This activity was temporally distinct from (subsequent) activity peaks in temporal and inferior parietal regions. Activity in the left IFG peaked significantly later than activity in temporal and inferior parietal cortices. In contrast, the pattern of temporal progression in regional activity was not consistently present among children with RD: We did not observe a clear temporal differentiation between activity peaks in the left fusiform gyrus and other temporal and inferior parietal areas or between the left SMG and IFG. The lack of temporal differentiation between left fusiform and inferior frontal regions was also observed among students with ADHD, and therefore does not seem to be characteristic of developmental difficulties in reading acquisition (or related to increased subjective difficulty in performing the task given that NI and ADHD students performed comparably on the pseudoword reading task). An interesting finding that may account for previous reports (e.g., Simos et al., 2005) is that the apparent aberrant temporal profile of regional activation was more prominent among boys regardless of reading ability.
With respect to the fourth main goal of the study, differences between the groups of NI and RD children in the degree of regional activity were restricted to the more demanding pseudoword reading task and not found during performance of an easier task that required conversion of single letters into phonemes. Both tasks had identical response requirements (oral pronunciation of responses), although the pseudoword reading task required production of more complex utterances than the (single) letter-sound naming task. If reduced demands for phonological-articulatory complexity of the response underlay the lack of group differences in regional activation during the letter-sound naming task, then one may have expected to find group differences in frontal (motor, premotor, and inferior frontal-opercular regions), during the more complex pseudoword reading task, but this was clearly not the case in the present study. Instead, differences between the RD and NI groups were found mostly in temporal and temporoparietal regions, a finding consistent with the notion that functional disruptions in the brain mechanism for reading in RD become apparent only under increased demands for phonological processing (Cao et al., 2006; S. E. Shaywitz et al., 1998) .
With respect to the fifth goal of the study, multiple regression analyses indicated that, after controlling for age, the degree of neurophysiological activity in several left-hemisphere regions jointly account for individual differences in phonological decoding scores among typical readers. Estimates of the degree of late activity (between 250 and 450 ms after the onset of the pseudoword stimuli) in the left SMG, ANG, STG, and IFG, and early activity in the left fusiform gyrus (between 150 and 200 ms) along with peak latency of left fusiform activity accounted for 50% of the variance in standard pseudoword decoding scores. The pattern of regression results for the group of poor readers was dramatically different, revealing significant negative associations between degree of activity in occipitotemporal, temporoparietal, and inferior frontal regions in the right hemisphere. The latter finding lends further support to the notion that relying on a right hemisphere temporoparietal network of brain regions for reading is a correlate of developmental reading difficulties. Failure to identify loci of brain activity that were positively associated with reading performance in RD children is also consistent with previous fMRI findings, and it may reflect underdeveloped functional organization of cortical networks to support reading (Hoeft et al., 2007; Pernet, Anderson, Paulesu, & Demonet, 2009) .
To summarize, this study demonstrated signs of aberrant brain function in children with RD, essentially involving all of the key components of the putative brain circuit for word-level reading (e.g., Jobard et al., 2003; Joseph et al., 2001; Pugh, Mencl, Jenner, et al., 2000) . Whereas direct evidence of reduced neurophysiological signaling during decoding was found for predominantly left temporoparietal areas, there was also indirect (correlational) evidence of aberrant contribution of the left fusiform gyrus to reading skill in children with RD. In addition, our findings suggest that aberrant brain activation patterns are largely dependent on demands for phonological decoding and independent from commonly encountered comorbidities between RD and ADHD.
The Left Temporoparietal Cortex
The most robust finding that emerged from the current data set was reduced late activity in left hemisphere posterior temporal and inferior parietal sites (STG, SMG, and ANG) for children with RD compared to NI readers. These regions have long been postulated to serve as crucial components of the brain mechanism for reading and the prevailing notion among researchers is that they host neurophysiological processes, which are in some manner involved in phonological processing of print.
In adult skilled readers there is direct evidence implicating both the ANG and SMG, in the left hemisphere, as indispensable components of the reading circuit, including recent large-scale lesion (Philipose et al., 2007) and electrocortical stimulation studies (Roux et al., 2004) . Functional neuroimaging studies corroborate the importance of inferior parietal cortices for reading. For instance, Xu et al. (2001) reported selective activations by pseudowords within the SMG, and Booth et al. (2003) found significant correlations between the magnitude of the hemodynamic response in the SMG and ANG with performance on visual rhyming tasks. Thus, different studies that use fMRI, MEG, and other imaging modalities show that inferior parietal cortices host neurophysiological processes involved in converting print to sound, rather than in accessing stored visual word forms.
Furthermore, there is ample evidence linking impairments in phonological processing of spoken and written language to acquired damage to the posterior portion of the left STG (Beauvois & Dérouesné, 1979; Caplan, Gow, & Makris, 1995) . Results of hemodynamic brain-imaging studies are also consistent with a role of posterior BA 22 sites in subword level phonological processing and analysis (Jacquemot, Pallier, LeBihan, Dehaene, & Dupoux, 2003; Majerus et al., 2005; Scott, Blank, Rosen, & Wise, 2000; Specht et al., 2003) . It should be noted, however, that competing views suggest a role for both the STG and ANG in lexical access, storage, or both (Binder, Westbury, McKiernan, Possing, & Medler, 2005; Hickok & Poeppel, 2000; Mechelli et al., 2007; Mustovic et al., 2003; Wise et al., 2001) .
Although findings of reduced hemodynamic response in the left STG (extending into the banks of STS (B. A. Shaywitz et al., 2002) and ANG (Temple et al., 2001 ; see also Eden & Zeffiro, 1998) in children with RD are relatively sparse, several studies have reported underactivation of the left SMG (Cao et al., 2006; Hoeft et al., 2007; Maisog, Einbinder, Flowers, Turkeltaub, & Eden, 2008; van der Mark et al., 2009) . Recent MEG studies have repeatedly reported reduced activation of the left STG, SMG, and ANG (or trends in that direction for certain ROIs) during pseudoword naming in kindergarten students who were at risk for developing reading problems and in older students with documented reading difficulties . As in the present study, these MEG studies reported bilaterally symmetric activity in superior temporal and inferior parietal regions for students with RD and for at-risk students. In the most recent MEG study, using a similar task and the same high-density neuromagnetometer system , reduced activity in the STG was found bilaterally, as in this study, but in contrast to earlier MEG reports (Simos et al., 2000 (Simos et al., , 2002 , where group differences were restricted to the left STG and RD students showed hyperactivation of the right STG. We did, however, find evidence in this study that reliance on temporoparietal regions in the right hemisphere by children with RD may have detrimental effects for reading ability, as indicated by significant negative activity-skill correlations. The opposite trend (positive relationship) was found between corresponding left-hemisphere areas and reading skill among NI. It is important to note that the degree of hemispheric asymmetry in the degree of temporoparietal activation, per se, was not a predictor of reading skill (and was not affected by demographic or other cognitive measures). Consistent with this conclusion is the finding that significant hemispheric asymmetries in temporoparietal cortex in both NI and ADHD groups were found regardless of task difficulty.
Failure to find enhanced right temporoparietal activity (especially in the STG) among children with RD may be due to differences in sample and task characteristics between the present and earlier MEG studies (Simos et al., 2000 (Simos et al., , 2002 . One possibility, which is not supported by the present data, is that the RD sample included children who had significant ADHD. Thus, ADHD alone, in the absence of RD, was not associated with an activation profile associated with RD. Another possibility is that our initial MEG studies included students with more severe reading disabilities (defined by word-level reading achievement scores below the 13th percentile) whereas the majority of NI students were scoring in the high average to superior range. This account did not receive support from additional exploratory analyses performed on the current data set. Thus, using stricter selection criteria, closely matching those used in our earlier studies, did not affect the relative proportion of left-and nonleft-dominant (for temporoparietal activity) children with RD.
An alternative account for the reduced tendency of children with RD to rely on right hemisphere temporoparietal regions during pseudoword reading in this study implicates task differences with our initial MEG studies (Simos et al., 2000 (Simos et al., , 2002 , where we had employed a pseudoword rhyming task. In these studies children were asked to silently decode a pseudoword and briefly maintain its phonological representation in short-term memory to be subsequently compared with either a rhyming (e.g., kume-noom) or a nonrhyming pseudoword (e.g., kume-wote). Evoked magnetic fields were recorded to the first pseudoword of each pair. In addition to increased phonological decoding difficulty (four-to-five letter pseudowords were used in the earlier studies as compared to three-letter pseudowords in this study), the rhyming task posed potentially significant demands for phonological short-term memory. These demands were negligible in this study. Assuming that this function depends on both temporoparietal and inferior frontal cortices (see Jonides et al., 1998; Maestu et al., 2005; Rypma & D'Esposito, 1999; Vallar, Di Betta, & Silveri, 1997) , then increased task demands on the phonological loop may have been more taxing for the underlying brain mechanism and thus inflating group differences in regional activity. Such differences would appear to be more pronounced in temporoparietal areas given that the lower density neuromagnetometer and source-modeling technique used in these earlier studies were relatively insensitive to prefrontal activity. That differences between groups with RD and NI were task dependent in this study (i.e., observed only in the context of the pseudoword reading task and not the less demanding letter-sound naming task) supports the notion that differences between the present and earlier MEG studies from our group can be attributed, at least to some extent, to task differences between studies. It should also be noted that previous MEG studies, which relied on visual, anatomical characterization of dipolar sources, considered STG sources localized in the posterior third of the superior temporal gyrus, whereas reconstruction of the cortical surface inherent to the head modeling procedure used in this study by default treats the entire surface of the gyrus as one ROI.
Ventral Occipitotemporal Cortex (Fusiform Gyrus)
Although direct evidence of generally reduced activity in the left fusiform gyrus in children with RD was not found in this study (e.g., Cao et al., 2006; Hoeft et al., 2007; van der Mark et al., 2009) , there were clear indications that both the degree and latency (potentially an index of neural efficiency) of activity in this region are closely associated with decoding skill during normal reading development. One of the few large-scale scales on RD to date (S. E. Shaywitz et al., 2003) also reported a significant positive correlation between BOLD signal strength during pseudoword reading and Word Attack scores, without finding generally reduced activity in this region in the RD as compared to the NI group. Although the importance of occipitotemporal cortices (the left fusiform gyrus in particular) both in skilled and in reading development is well established, as discussed in more detail in the next paragraph, degree of engagement of this region in reading during development may be affected by general cognitive ability. This notion may explain the lack of reading group differences in our study and in S. E. Shaywitz et al. (2003) , because both studies used groups comparable in PIQ versus Simos et al. (2007a) , where children with RD had significantly lower PIQ and VIQ on average than NI participants. This hypothesis is also consistent with the finding that significantly reduced left occipitotemporal activation (as compared to adults who never experienced reading difficulties) was restricted to the group of persistent poor readers: adults who demonstrated persistent reading difficulties since childhood and overall lower FSIQ. Task difficulty and stimulus complexity may also affect degree of occipitotemporal engagement, given that the majority of fMRI studies that report underactivation of the left fusiform gyrus have used rhyming tasks.
There is strong evidence that the ventral occipitotemporal region plays a crucial role in the (mature) brain mechanism responsible for storing (or automatically retrieving) orthographic information (knowledge regarding frequently occurring graphemic patterns) (McCandliss, Cohen, & Dehaene, 2003) . Neuroimaging studies and studies using intracranial recordings have reported stronger or more extensive activation in this region to words and word-like nonwords than to consonant letter strings or nonsense characters (Cohen et al., 2000 (Cohen et al., , 2002 Tarkiainen, Helenius, Hansen, Cornelissen, & Salmelin, 1999) . Perhaps the strongest evidence that the fusiform gyrus is an indispensable component of the mechanism for reading aloud words and pseudowords comes from lesion studies that document severe forms of alexia characterized by "letter-by-letter reading," following damage to this region (Binder & Mohr, 1992; Cohen et al., 2000; Philipose et al., 2007) . Moreover, MEG data obtained from skilled adult readers in the context of a lexical-decision task is consistent with the notion that ventral occipitotemporal cortices are involved in storing or gaining access to abstract orthographic representations (Simos et al., 2009 ). The latter may take the shape of "word forms" (Kronbichler et al., 2004) or simply familiar letter combinations regardless of lexicality (Binder, Medler, Westbury, Liebenthal, & Buchanan, 2006) .
The Left Inferior Frontal Gyrus
In this data set, we did not find reliable group differences (RD vs. NI) in the degree of inferior frontal activity, although a trend toward reduced prefrontal activity (extending across inferior and middle frontal regions) for the RD group could be detected. Failure to find significant group differences in this region is not surprising given the inconsistency of previous reports with some studies showing increased frontal activation in RD children (Richards et al., 2002; , while others showing effects in the opposite direction (Cao et al., 2006; B. A. Shaywitz et al., 2002) or lack of significant differences (Hoeft et al., 2007; Maisog et al., 2008; Temple et al., 2001) . Closer examination of the current data suggest that this phenomenon may be mediated by age: Whereas, younger children with RD showed greater inferior frontal activity than older students with reading difficulties, no significant age effect was found among NI readers. This possibility is supported by the finding that increased inferior frontal activation had subsided by the end of Grade 1 in children who were at a high risk for developing reading difficulties . This age-related account is also consistent with studies that reported reduced left IFG activation in adults with persistent RD during tasks that pose heavy demands for phonological decoding (Georgiewa et al., 1999; Maisog et al., 2008) . Given that tasks used in previous studies vary widely on several important aspects, it is important to examine children varying on reading skill on tasks that manipulate articulatory, memory demands, and overall difficulty level, to assess the relative contribution of these factors on the degree of task-related prefrontal activation during reading.
Conclusions and Implications for Future Studies
Anatomically, the network of left-hemisphere regions that support word-level reading uses corticocortical connections that can be imaged directly in vivo with MRI tractography methods (e.g., Lawes et al., 2008) . Neuronal inputs from the occipital cortices travel along the inferior longitudinal fasciculus to the left fusiform gyrus, which is in turn connected to the SMG and ANG through the posterior-inferior branches of the arcuate fasciculus. Inferior parietal regions connect to posterior temporal cortices (mainly the posterior portion of the STG) through smaller bundles that are part of the arcuate fasciculus (Catani, Jones, & ffytche, 2005) . Direct fiber tracts linking both posterior temporal and inferior parietal areas with inferior frontal regions have also been documented. It is interesting to note that tractography studies have demonstrated hemispheric asymmetries in the volume of the arcuate fasciculus in the majority (approximately 80%) of typically developing adults (Catani et al., 2007; Powell et al., 2006) . The presence of a direct anatomical connection between ventral occipitotemporal and inferior frontal cortices has also been discovered, and predominant signaling along this pathway may in part account for the tendency of, at least some, children with RD to show early activation of frontal opercular cortices in this study. Future studies may take advantage of information in regard to the pattern of anatomical connections between brain regions believed to be critical for reading, and MEG data regarding the sequence of regional activity peaks in real time, to explore parallel patterns of functional interdependencies between occipitotemporal, temporoparietal, and inferior frontal regions that enable this function. Studies that simultaneously coregister structural and functional imaging modalities may be especially useful in elucidating these structure-function relations.
